In adult education, program planning and administrative management are important areas within which economic analysis may contribute to effective and efficient decision making. The adult education administrator is faced with a dual economic task: (1) to prove beforehand that his programs will pay for the operating budget he is demanding; and (2) to make correct decisions both administratively and in the market-place to insure an efficiently operating organization and a continuous inflow of participants and funds. Two concepts are discussed to aid the adult educator at both the program planning stage and within his administrative functions: planning, programming and budgeting systems (PPBS) and cost benefit analysis (CBA). An overview of the demand for PPBS is presented as a rationale for its increasing acceptance, and a 10-step procedure is developed for generalized use in any educational institution. Within this 10-step procedure, CBA is introduced as one of the many possible program evaluation techniques to judge a program's worth. An example of CBA using a manpower training program is presented to allow the reader to understand the scope and limitations of the technique. A 36-item bibliography is included. (Author/EC)
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A day rarely passes in the working career of a professional adult educator when he is not confronted with an economic decision. At specific times his attention will focus on—among other things: the financing of an educational program; the expected student registration (consumer demand for his service); the equating of teacher supply with proposed programs; the expected financial returns from programs (total revenue); the determination of program output by other adult education institutions (the competitive structure); relating one's programs to the regional population (educational planning); promotion of the various program offerings; paying for one's operating budget through selected educational programming and administrative management techniques, and, if possible; showing a profit. These economic decisions are but a token representation of the economic reality faced by adult educators.

Within this economic reality adult education is defined as an institutional sub-sector. Over 2,000 books and articles have appeared reporting the research of scholars in this area. The coverage has centered around twelve major themes, including:
1. International and intranational studies of expenditures on education;
2. Financing education;
3. The demand for higher education;
4. Teacher supply and demand;
5. The production and distribution of education;
6. Efficiency in educational organizations;
7. Investment in education, investment criteria appropriate to education, and analysis of differential rates of return;
8. The role of education in the 'War on Poverty (U.S.)';
9. Education and economic growth;
10. Educational planning;
11. Educational obsolescence;
12. The competitive structure of education.

The question then becomes: "Why has there been such a growing interest in applying economic methodology to education in general, and adult education in particular?" A twofold framework may be used to assess this question. In the first instance, the answer is found when one defines the term "economics" and an economic raison d'être.

Economics is defined as: "The study of how men and society choose, with or without the use of money, to employ scarce productive resources to produce various commodities or services over time and distribute them for consumption, now and in the future, among various people and groups in society." In other words, economics is concerned with man's desire to satisfy as many wants as possible within a given stock of resources. The latter is composed of various forms of land, labour or capital. This satisfaction of desires is achieved by using the stock of available resources as efficiently as possible so as to derive the greatest possible benefit. "Economics does not prejudge society's desires. It is not a discipline concerned with morals. Rather it takes society's wishes as given and attempts to fill as many of these desires as possible with a minimum of resource input."
The methodology of economics is therefore applied not only to its traditional areas of money, international trade, the business firm, etc., but also to the problems of determining efficient resource allocation attainment as related to education, regardless of the specific institution under consideration.

One must, however, determine if the reality of the situation is sufficiently demanding to use economic analysis. This is the second portion of the framework.

The demand for economic analysis is sufficient if any observable amount of resources is being spent on education programs. A need for economic analysis is further justified if the amount of resources (herein referred to as money) is great enough to demand a separate expense category within a governmental operating budget. As Table I below clearly indicates, Canada has come of age relative to expenditures on education.

Over $6.5 billion was spent on education during 1969-70, and this is expected to rise to over $9.3 billion by 1973-74. As a portion of Canada's total national income, educational expenditures accounted for 10%. However, over 20% of all municipal, provincial and federal revenue went to education. Some 60 federal government departments and agencies contribute to education in one way or another.

For adult education, over $800 million was allocated under the terms of the Technical and Vocational Act of 1961. This act expired on March 31, 1967. The Federal Government now pays the full cost of vocational training of adults, including living allowances under the Adult Occupational Training Act of 1967. In the 1968-69 governmental fiscal year the expenditures amounted to $319,640,000. In
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sources of funds</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local government taxation</td>
<td>1,677.0</td>
<td>1,761.1</td>
<td>1,843.1</td>
<td>1,971.0</td>
<td>2,118.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provincial and territorial governments</td>
<td>3,572.3</td>
<td>4,223.8</td>
<td>4,679.2</td>
<td>5,190.7</td>
<td>5,540.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal government</td>
<td>737.1</td>
<td>804.1</td>
<td>810.0</td>
<td>837.9</td>
<td>881.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-government (private) sources</td>
<td>587.5</td>
<td>619.8</td>
<td>691.3</td>
<td>750.9</td>
<td>817.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sources of funds - Total</strong></td>
<td>6,573.9</td>
<td>7,408.8</td>
<td>8,023.6</td>
<td>8,750.3</td>
<td>9,357.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expenditures on education</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary and secondary education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>4,163.1</td>
<td>4,681.2</td>
<td>5,053.5</td>
<td>5,415.0</td>
<td>5,719.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>116.6</td>
<td>122.1</td>
<td>127.2</td>
<td>134.3</td>
<td>140.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elementary and secondary - Total</strong></td>
<td>4,279.7</td>
<td>4,803.3</td>
<td>5,180.7</td>
<td>5,549.3</td>
<td>5,860.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-secondary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-university</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher training outside of the universities</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community colleges and related institutions</td>
<td>215.3</td>
<td>293.9</td>
<td>359.3</td>
<td>431.8</td>
<td>507.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;RN&quot; diploma courses</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>72.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>1,556.4</td>
<td>1,754.3</td>
<td>1,926.1</td>
<td>2,100.9</td>
<td>2,306.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Post-secondary - Total</strong></td>
<td>1,841.3</td>
<td>2,127.8</td>
<td>2,362.2</td>
<td>2,610.5</td>
<td>2,892.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(cont'd.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vocational training</td>
<td>431.1</td>
<td>455.9</td>
<td>459.3</td>
<td>569.4</td>
<td>583.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-total</td>
<td>6,552.1</td>
<td>7,387.0</td>
<td>8,002.2</td>
<td>8,729.2</td>
<td>9,336.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expenditures - Total</strong></td>
<td>6,573.9</td>
<td>7,408.8</td>
<td>8,023.6</td>
<td>8,750.5</td>
<td>9,357.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the 1970-71 fiscal year the expenditures were over $406 million. The breakdown of this latter figure is seen in Table II below.

Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenditures under the Adult Occupational Training Act</th>
<th>1970-71</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training Costs and Allowances</td>
<td>$213,690,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenses under Old Agreements</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Projects (construction costs and equipment for vo-ed high schools)</td>
<td>105,950,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Research Projects</td>
<td>86,435,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Federal Expenditures</td>
<td>$406,075,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One must therefore concluded that economics, both as a general form of analytical evaluation and as an administrative decision-making tool, is sufficiently needed throughout the educational structure.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

Within the structure of adult education, program planning and administrative management are areas which have become recognized as important, not only for themselves, but as areas within which economic analysis may contribute to effective and efficient decision-making. Program planners, especially in the United States, and increasingly in
Canada, are being continually confronted by municipal, provincial and federal funding personnel who wish the economic costs and benefits of adult education programs determined in advance or at least considered as a part of a program's summative evaluation. The cost-benefit component of a program has, in many cases, become an equal partner to a program format's psychological-sociological-educational foundation. 10.

At the management or administrative level, adult education administrators have always had to compete within their own specific institutional framework for an operating budget. Because of its so-called marginality status, adult education's priorities have usually been subordinate to a school district's elementary and secondary needs. This has become even more accentuated in recent years due to the constraints placed on school district financing from the "taxpayer's revolt."

The analogous situation occurs at the provincial or post-secondary level when a university or college adult education administrator must present his budgetary needs within the shadow of academic or professional departments. At the federal level, manpower and training needs appear to be secondary when compared to other government portfolio demands—except in a crisis situation, as presently faced by the Canadian economy. Whether adult education is used merely as a stop-gap solution or considered within a framework of long-range planning still remains a moot point.

A second form of competition, although not directly budgetary, occurs for the adult education administrator. This competitive form relates to the potential market (students) for his educational programs (services). At the local level, school districts, especially those that border each other or are within each other's physical boundaries (university vs. community
college vs. a high school district vs. a community centre) must compete for overlapping and/or limited markets; overlapping in the geographical sense, and limited by virtue of the fact that less than 4% of the Canadian population attends adult education programs. (See Table III). Competition for this student market (geographical variations assumed) usually takes four classic marketing forms:

1. program offerings by the adult education institutions;
2. communication about available programs
3. development of fee schedules
4. location of offerings.

In summary, the adult education administrator is faced with a dual economic task:

1. to prove beforehand that his programs will pay for the operating budget he is demanding, and
2. to make correct decisions both administratively and in the market-place to insure an efficiently operating organization and a continuous inflow of participants and funds.

The purpose of this study will be to present two concepts: planning, programming and budgeting systems (PPBS) and cost-benefit analysis (CBA). Both should aid the adult educator at both the program planning stage and within his administrative function.
Table III
Estimated Time Spent in Adult Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Education</th>
<th>0 Hours</th>
<th>1 Hour</th>
<th>2 Hours</th>
<th>3 Hours</th>
<th>4-6 Hours</th>
<th>7-9 Hours</th>
<th>10+ Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Continuing education</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult education</td>
<td>96.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performing and creative arts</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SCOPE OF THE STUDY

Because this study has a dual purpose so too shall the study's scope. From the program planner's viewpoint the paper will focus on the relationship between cost-benefit analysis and its analytical framework—generally referred to as the planning-programming-budgeting system. Continuing, the paper will then present and explain the components and methodology of cost-benefit analysis (CBA); concluding with an operational example. The goal of the above exercise is to give the reader a conceptual and working overview of CBA as an economic and planning technique. This process should demonstrate the gap between ideally set criteria in an economic sense and what actually occurs when the technique is employed within an institutional setting. From this presentation the adult educator should be better prepared to critically evaluate literature, expectations and demands by CBA proponents.

The adult education administrator should be as concerned as the program planner with the above presentation since the administrator's institutional viability depends on new-program development as well as a program's defensibility relative to other educational and non-educational budgetary needs. He will also be interested in how efficiently his organization is functioning. Since resources and markets are limited, the more efficient his organization, the more program flexibility he would be able to attain; and, hopefully, the adult education administrator would be in a good position to demand greater operating funds, or at least be given the opportunity to take programming risks.
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ACCOUNTABILITY AND THE PLANNING, PROGRAMMING, BUDGETING SYSTEM IN ADULT EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

A review of literature pertaining to planning-programming-budgeting system (PPBS) generally leads one into a mild state of confusion. On the one hand an author will present the "fundamentals" of PPBS along with one or more illuminating examples but give little institutional or historical framework related to the technique's usefulness. On the other hand another author will attempt to give some institutional or historical perspective but become too involved with economic jargon as defined by the cost-benefit components of PPBS.

In an attempt to overcome the above problems this chapter will develop the concept of accountability as a general rationale for the use of a PPBS in adult education institutions. PPBS will be further explored within this adult education context, and once this decision-making framework is established, the paper, in Chapter III, will focus on one of the key evaluative techniques of PPBS, that of cost-benefit analysis (CBA).

ACCOUNTABILITY - A DEFINITION

Accountability has come to mean that someone or some unit within a particular organization should be held responsible for the attainment
of specific objectives as just return for an investment of time, energy and money. Thus, accountability may be considered as a process designed to ensure that any individual can determine for himself if the particular educational institution is producing the promised results.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The use of some form of accountability in various sectors of public and educational administration, including adult education, is not new. Administrators have always developed operating budgets which presented a line-by-line expenditure pattern, that is, expense and revenue categories such as "books", "maintenance", "tuition fees", etc., with a dollar amount after each of the separate categories. These expense or revenue categories were aggregative in nature and only showed how much per category was spent or received. Little demand was made to develop expenditure or revenue reports related to specific programs or program activities; and, even less demand was made for reports linking program costs with program benefits. However, there is now a drive toward the adoption of accountability within a management systems approach for decision-making and expenditure allocation both in the public and educational administrative structures. This management system approach is referred to as a Planning, Programming, Budgeting System or PPBS.

In its 1949 report, "Organization of the Executive Branch of Government", the Hoover Commission in the United States recommended that the government adopt a budget based on functions, activities and objectives, which it designated a "performance budget". Approximately five years later,
financial and economic researchers at the Rand Corporation (California) developed what is known as "program budgeting" for the United States Air Force. By 1961 this budgeting format was adopted throughout the United States Department of Defense, and in 1965, former President Johnson announced the establishment of a PPBS to be used by all civilian agencies of the federal government. Since this also included the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, this department naturally demanded the same type of fiscal and programming response from state and local educational institutions. This latter framework therefore caused PPBS to spread quickly throughout all levels of educational administration and adult education.4

The current interest and activity in Canada relative to the introduction of PPBS at the federal level stems from the Glassco Commission reports published in 1962. The Commission recommended that the annual expenditure estimates be prepared on the basis of programs and activities rather than standard objects of expenditures (line-by-line expenditures) and that future year requirements be determined on the basis of targets of accomplishment rather than merely a continued projection of past operations.5

In May of 1968 the Minister of Finance announced that the Government of Canada would adopt the PPBS. According to the minister, the system will provide government management with: "(1) clearly defined goals; (2) adequate means to determine the best mix of resources to be used to achieve these goals; (3) a meaningful way to measure and report how well goals are being met, and how efficiently resources are being used".6

Presently, there appears to be more talk than action at the federal, provincial and local public and educational administrative levels in Canadian government. The pressure, however, appears to be building for the
adoption of a PPBS decision-making procedure to aid in the allocation of the scarce resources.

ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEMS

Generally, one considers accountability as a principle of administration, that is, a fundamental characteristic of good management. Systems analysis is, on the other hand, a technique that can be used by an administrator to sharpen his judgments in order to make accountability more meaningful; not only to himself but to other interested parties. More specifically, systems analysis may be viewed as a search for an evaluation of alternatives which are relevant to defined objectives, in order that such evaluations can be presented to decision-makers for their consideration.

Within the general framework of systems analysis one specific method has been identified as applicable and useful for most forms of public or educational administration, and program planning. The latter method is called PPBS. Planning is defined as the selection or identification of the overall, long-range objectives of the institution and the systematic analysis of various courses of action in terms of relative costs and benefits. Programming is defined as deciding on the specific courses of action to be followed in carrying out planning decisions. Budgeting is defined as translating planning and programming decisions into specific financial plans.

In theory PPBS seeks to develop the data base and the underlying structural relationships needed to marginally allocate scarce resources to competing end users. The ultimate goal is to make decisions in terms of the
impact that additional dollars might make on the solution of problems faced by institutions in the public sector of the economy. If there are diminishing returns to investment in the various planning areas, presumably there is some unique pattern of tax or other resource allocation which will optimize benefits for all concerned.\(^{10}\)

In reality however, PPBS involves selecting long-range objectives; decisions on specific courses of action to be followed; and translation of planning and programming decisions into specific financial plans for relatively short periods of time. To accomplish its objectives, PPBS requires orderly procedures for handling multi-year inputs (costs) and outputs (benefits). Its usefulness depends, in part, upon the existence of an analytical capability for systematically examining the resource implications of programs and for selecting the least-cost means of achieving program objectives.\(^{11}\)

**DEMAND FACTORS FOR PPBS ADOPTION**

The reasons that have been presented for the adoption of PPBS within adult education and other public institutions are varied:\(^{12}\)

1. There is increased competition with other social and educational programs for limited funds. Therefore the public and their representatives would look more favourably on the adult educator's needs if he explained how and why he spent (or will be spending) their money, and what he hopes to achieve at the activity level;

2. PPBS adoption is slated for the near future in federal and...
provincial agencies. In order to acquire funds adult educators will have to conform to the latter's fiscal and programming demands;

(3) Because funds are less plentiful, there is a growing interest in increasing program effectiveness, that is, the search for the best way to spend resources and to realize the greatest benefits;

(4) The mechanics of governance in continuing education institutions and other adult education oriented institutions are receiving greater attention by all those who wish to increase their participation in directing the future of these institutions. PPBS may insure that this participation can be accommodated on an orderly basis. This is a format which enhances a more rational approach to resource allocation by providing greater visibility for the increased number of persons who will participate in all phases of the decision-making process;

(5) When there are considerably more projects or programs seeking support than funds to support them, institutional priorities must be very carefully established. With a knowledge of what each program seeks to accomplish, and what resources each requires, there is a more rational basis for establishing priorities;

(6) It is hoped that PPBS will provide a "handle" by which one may grasp the essence of increasingly complex institutions and units within the institutions;

(7) A budget is traditionally viewed as direction to the institution for discharging a responsibility--an accounting of funds spent. But such line-by-line item budgets provide little substance for a useful dialogue on the issues of adult education and the latter's activities. For example, most budgeting systems in educational institutions which have an adult education department are based on the requests for resources from the
Department heads. Classical budgeting techniques make an attempt to assess the contribution of each departmental activity towards organizational objectives. If one sums this problem over all departments throughout an institution then one must realize that the head of such an institution has little basis on which to evaluate the requests from all the departments (or faculties). Such a situation generally results in a forced delegation of the administrator's authority with regard to resource allocation among departments. Therefore, each department tends to develop autonomously with respect to the other departments and to the overall objectives of the institution. The power and the prestige of the department heads become dominating factors in the competition for scarce resources. The scarce resources of course may not only be funds, but include office space, classroom space, equipment, secretarial help, etc.

(8) The existing techniques of long-range planning currently in use throughout public systems of adult education are of negligible value for evaluating alternative programs, and do not even question the suitability of the existing system.

(9) The present system of planning, programming and budgeting in adult education institutions hinders the development of a vast number of programs because the system is not adequately geared to handle program development, effectiveness measurement and therefore accountability.
PPBS - A PARADIGM

One institution may vary from another concerning the implementation of PPBS and accountability; however, the following ten steps summarize a normal procedure to follow under most circumstances:

1. The objectives of the institution must be identified and goals established which would satisfy these objectives.

2. All of the programs which might reasonably accomplish these goals are developed. This accommodates and encourages all of the innovation an institution might be seeking.

3. The costs, or resource requirements—money, people, facilities, operational needs, etc.—for each of the alternative programs are assigned.

4. The benefits or goal-satisfying potential of each of the alternative programs are identified. This is a dimension required by PPBS and also one of the most difficult to accomplish. It is intrinsic to developing priorities.

5. To quantifiable costs and benefits, the decision-maker must add his own assessment of the difficult or impossible to quantify—quality, potential, political expediency, etc.—and select those alternatives which appear to best satisfy the objectives and the goals of the institution.

6. The long-range fiscal implications of those decisions are tested by projecting their impact over the next five to ten years.

7. The annual budget is developed from the data for the current year of the long-range fiscal projections.

8. The program alternatives which were selected, budgeted and
implemented are evaluated to see if the anticipated benefits were actually realized.

(9) The costs of the selected alternatives are reviewed to develop new standards to be used in assigning resource requirements to new program proposals and other alternatives.

(10) The cycle is repeated on a continuous basis to allow for changes in objectives and goals, for program innovations, for changes in available resources, and for changes in the environment in which the institution operates.

SUMMARY

The overview of accountability and PPBS was developed to give the following discussion of cost-benefit analysis (Chapter III) a decision framework. Unlike most studies concerning CBA, the subject will not be presented as if it were a unique administrative technique for evaluating or developing adult education programs. Rather, one should realize its subordination to a higher form of administrative management. To be precise, CBA has its place only in the third through sixth steps of the previously discussed PPBS "paradigm". The CBA technique is not an end in itself, but merely a practical and beneficial characteristic of a total management system. For a diagrammatic presentation of this subject please refer to Figures I and II below.
Figure I
A Conceptual Framework for the PPBS -- Accountability in a Higher Education Institution
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>RESPONSIBILITIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>Initiate Plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gather Data, Present Alternatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide Ideas, Data, Reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>Analyze and Decide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Co-ordinate and Evaluate Alternatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop Goals, Timing, Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budgeting Program-Review</td>
<td>Develop Financial Guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assist Financial Guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop Program Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Estimates</td>
<td>Review and Present to Board of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop Estimate Guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prepare Final Estimates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Review and Present to Board of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incorporate Adjustments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Implement Approved Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluate and Adjust Plans</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CHAPTER III

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS IN ADULT EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

Economists have developed Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) to deal with problems related to the comparison and evaluation of alternative educational programs which achieve specific objectives. CBA draws its theoretical basis from welfare economics, public finance and resource economics. This body of work, especially welfare economics, tries to establish conditions for the optimal allocation of resources. In other words, to choose an alternative means to achieve an objective whereby no other alternative, other than the one chosen, can achieve higher benefits over costs. Because of its roots, CBA has traditionally emphasized economic efficiency as the main criteria for judging and ranking project proposals. The best project is the one that makes the largest net contribution to National Product.

The discussion of CBA that will follow assumes application for a decision-maker who is trying to achieve the best possible allocation of a fixed budget. Attention will not be given to the larger question of how the budget constraint was established. This latter problem is related to the use of CBA at the higher levels of an educational hierarchy such as the school district administrative offices or the financial committee of a university. Under these circumstances the decision-makers could and should use CBA as a deterministic component, however other components such as
tradition, inter-related personal motives, "politics" of the situation, etc. may be the prime decision factors.

The above leads us into two principal limitations (as distinct from practice) of CBA:

1. CBA as generally understood is only a technique for making decisions within a framework which has to be decided upon in advance and which involves a wide range of non-economic considerations, many of them a political or social character;

2. Cost-benefit techniques as so far developed are least relevant to and serviceable for what one might call large-size institutional decisions, especially in developing nations where an investment project such as a multi-university system, multi-vocational system, railroad, etc. may affect the total population both immediately and in the future. It should also be noted that the same basic problem or limitation occurs when operating budgets are determined for federal government portfolios in developed nations. In both of the above limitations measurement of costs and benefits becomes very difficult and costly.

In summary we are concerned with the decision-maker who controls an adult education institution such as a high school district adult education night system, a manpower training center, a continuing education department in a post-secondary institution, etc. who has defined objectives for his institution, and who now must decide which alternative programs he may conduct that would be most efficient in an economic sense (given pre-accepted constraints).
STATEMENT OF THE COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS PROBLEM

"The aim is to maximize the present value of all benefits less that of all costs, subject to specified constraints." Although this statement is very general it does enable one to set out a series of questions, the answers to which constitute a general explanation of CBA as it is related to adult education.

(1) Which costs and which benefits are to be included?

The program planner or research analyst is posed with a group of rather critical questions at this point. He must decide: (i) which costs and benefits are directly related to the specific program, the program's activities and the program participants; (ii) which costs and benefits are considered externalities, that is, those costs and benefits which accrue to institutions, people or society in general, but are considered apart from whoever is sponsoring or participating in the project; (iii) what data is available or could be obtained, for a reasonable cost to determine answers for questions (i) and (ii), and; (iv) what course of presentation is both politically feasible and institutionally most favourable. In other words, what costs and benefits can one not only claim but defend.

In theory one would prefer to present the complete costs and benefits of an educational program, including the externalities. This, however, is somewhat difficult to accomplish, due to the lack of available data. Secondly, the components of the benefits and costs could be difficult to
defend in a theoretical sense. To give an example of this very problem, Table IV, Components of a Benefit-Cost Calculation of a Manpower Training Program (Benefits) and Table V, Components of a Benefit-Cost Calculation of a Manpower Training Program (Costs) define the various potential cost and benefit factors.

The benefit to any individual from an adult education program such as a manpower training program consists of the net gain in income for some specific time period. The net gain in income meaning the difference between income received by the actual group which took the course (experimental) and those who did not participate (control). The income benefit component is usually determined by regional or national average figures for the positions that the participants acquire. Certain other fringe benefits due to the type of job may also be considered as an addition to one's income. The individual may become a salesman and be given a company car to use for business and pleasure, or he may work for a department store and get 10% off on all purchases. These are benefits which increase one's real income since they automatically increase the individual's purchasing power. If a program planner attempts to use the government or society benefits as presented in Table IV, the problem of adequate data and defense of specific components is obvious. Where the program planner or adult education administrator can use the components based on a review of related literature or programs in defense of his program he should do so. This does not mean he must present figures, but he does present the fact that a program usually has effects external to the participant and the sponsoring agency.

The cost data to be considered is usually made available through
Table IV.
Components of a Benefit-Cost Calculation
of a Manpower Training Program (Benefits)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Society</th>
<th>Individual</th>
<th>Government</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Increase in earnings of program participants (gross of taxes)</td>
<td>1. Increase in earnings (net of taxes)</td>
<td>1. Increase in taxes, a. From participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Increases in other income (gross of taxes)</td>
<td>2. Additional fringe benefits due to increased income</td>
<td>b. From others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. To pay for fringe benefits</td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Decrease in expenses of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Due to other resources becoming more productive</td>
<td></td>
<td>a. Unemployment insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Due to increasing the productivity of future generations as children become better educated (inter-generation effect)</td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Employment service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Due to previously unemployed workers taking jobs vacated by program participants (vacuum effect).</td>
<td></td>
<td>c. Welfare programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Reduction in administrative expenses of transfer payment programs</td>
<td></td>
<td>d. Crime control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Unemployment administration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Employment service operation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Welfare program administration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Reduced costs to society due to bad citizenship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Economic loss to others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Crime control system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Components of a Benefit-Cost Calculation of a Manpower Training Program (Costs)</td>
<td>1. Opportunity costs (gross of taxes)</td>
<td>1. Opportunity costs (net of taxes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Operating costs of training or education agency</td>
<td>2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Loss of transfer payments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operating costs of training or education agency</td>
<td>a. Welfare support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Capital expenses of training or education agency</td>
<td>b. Unemployment insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Induced reductions in income (gross of taxes) of workers displaced by program participants (displacement effect)</td>
<td>c. Other subsidies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Extra costs related to program participation</td>
<td>3. Additional administrative costs (net of taxes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a. Tuition</td>
<td>3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Books, supplies, etc.</td>
<td>4.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
an institution's accounting department. The cost accountants, using standard accounting procedures, will then sub-divide the various costs of a program and relate these costs to the participants. Added to these institutional cost components, which most adult educators are aware of, will be the participant's opportunity costs, that is, what a person may have lost in income if he had a job or if he could have acquired a job rather than taking the manpower training program. This, of course, may not apply to hard core unemployables. Other costs to the individual would be the loss of any unemployment insurance benefits, welfare payments, etc. that may have to be relinquished while attending the program.

As in the case with benefits, only those costs which are clearly definable and related to the institution and participant should be considered. Other costs may be included but only as by-products, unless data is available.

In conclusion, the program planner or administrator, except where other data prevails, normally only concerns himself with the program benefits and costs as they directly affect the sponsoring institution and program participants. He will then be able to acquire most of his cost and benefit data at comparatively little cost (money and time) and will be able to defend the financially measured program components. Where figures are not available but external costs and/or benefits want to be included in a report, the planner should make reference to valid research in related areas.

(2) How will the costs and benefits be valued?

"The essential principle is that all prices must be reckoned on the same basis, and for convenience this will normally be the price-level
prevailing in the initial year. Therefore, when cost and benefit components are compared, the comparison must be made at a given time. Since in most cases the costs and benefits accrue over a period of years, they must be discounted in order to take into account the time factor. There are three common methods of comparing costs and benefits: (i) present value of net benefits; (ii) rate of return, and; (iii) benefit-cost ratio.

As pointed out in Table VI below, the present value of net benefits is calculated by discounting the stream of future benefits back to the present (usually defined as the time a person or group finishes a program), and subtracting accumulated costs from this total (including any interest) calculated at the same time. This will tell us the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Comparison</th>
<th>Method of Calculation</th>
<th>Decision Rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Present Value of</td>
<td>$\frac{n}{t=0} \left( \frac{B_t - C_t}{1 + i} \right)$</td>
<td>1. Select the project with the highest net benefit first, then pursue successive projects in descending order of net benefits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Rate of Return</td>
<td>$\frac{n}{t=0} \left( \frac{B_t - C_t}{1 + r} \right)$</td>
<td>2. Select the project with the highest rate of return (r), then pursue successive projects in descending order of r until r equals some predetermined interest rate (i).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Benefit-Cost Ratio</td>
<td>$\frac{n}{t=0} \left( \frac{B_t}{1 + i} \right)$</td>
<td>3. Select the project with the highest B/C, then pursue projects in descending order until B/C=1 or budget exhausted.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $B_t =$ benefits in year $t$
$C_t =$ costs in year $t$
$n =$ number of years spanned by the analysis
$i =$ social discount rate
$r =$ rate of return
absolute size of gain due to the program. **Rate of return** is calculated by finding the interest rate that will equalize the present value of costs and benefits. This tells us the rate of interest the investment in the program is earning. The **benefit-cost ratio** is calculated by dividing present value of benefits by present value of costs. This tells us how large the gain is relative to the size of the investment. The benefit-cost ratio differs from the present value of net benefits because the latter tells us the absolute size of the gain.

Since the concept of present value is used in all three calculations it would be best at this time to explain this facet of cost-benefit analysis.

Table VII, Present Value of One Period,\(^7\) shows what $1.00 payable periodically in the future is worth today. This table also assumes that the payments will be received at the end of each period; it is, therefore, a table for the present value of an ordinary annuity. The vertical axis lists the years (1 to 50) and the horizontal axis lists the potential interest rates (1/2% to 24%).

Pictorially, the present value of an annuity of four $1.00 payments, with interest compounded annually at 5% would be $3.55. (3.5460 in Table VII). This may be seen in Figure III below.\(^8\)

All these forms of benefit and cost determination are not only equally suitable (depending on the situation), but they have been used in real situations and have all been equally criticized. The criticism has not been leveled at the logic of CBA, but rather at the choice of an interest rate \((i)\) for discounting costs and benefits. Due to market imperfections caused by a monopolistic competitive structure where there are so few competitors that they can control the market for funds available
Table VII

Present Value of 1 Per Period

\[ P = \frac{1}{(1 + i)^n} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>1/2%</th>
<th>1%</th>
<th>2%</th>
<th>4%</th>
<th>5%</th>
<th>6%</th>
<th>8%</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>16%</th>
<th>24%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.9925</td>
<td>0.9925</td>
<td>0.9925</td>
<td>0.9925</td>
<td>0.9925</td>
<td>0.9925</td>
<td>0.9925</td>
<td>0.9925</td>
<td>0.9925</td>
<td>0.9925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.4713</td>
<td>1.4713</td>
<td>1.4713</td>
<td>1.4713</td>
<td>1.4713</td>
<td>1.4713</td>
<td>1.4713</td>
<td>1.4713</td>
<td>1.4713</td>
<td>1.4713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.9520</td>
<td>1.9520</td>
<td>1.9520</td>
<td>1.9520</td>
<td>1.9520</td>
<td>1.9520</td>
<td>1.9520</td>
<td>1.9520</td>
<td>1.9520</td>
<td>1.9520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.4355</td>
<td>2.4355</td>
<td>2.4355</td>
<td>2.4355</td>
<td>2.4355</td>
<td>2.4355</td>
<td>2.4355</td>
<td>2.4355</td>
<td>2.4355</td>
<td>2.4355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.9153</td>
<td>2.9153</td>
<td>2.9153</td>
<td>2.9153</td>
<td>2.9153</td>
<td>2.9153</td>
<td>2.9153</td>
<td>2.9153</td>
<td>2.9153</td>
<td>2.9153</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure III

Present Value of an Annuity of Four $1,00 Payments. Interest Compounded Annually at 5%.
for borrowing (government's ability to borrow at below market interest rates), investment decisions may not be appropriate and failure to correct for these distortions is likely to lead to misallocation of investment projects. As indicated by Table VII, if the government can borrow funds at 5% rather than the market interest rate of 8%, over a period of 20 years it has added considerably to the value or benefit of its project (12.4622 vs. 9.8181). But is this a true reflection of the project's benefit? By using the going market interest rate which assumes a more competitively based determinant, would not another alternative be acceptable?

The internal rate of return (r) has come into prominence partly because it eliminates investment decision-making's crucial dependence on the interest rates used to discount the costs and benefits. Since it gives us the rate of return for a group of alternative investment proposals, the only program decision rule to follow is to choose the program with the highest internal rate of return (r).

The above form of calculating a program's costs and benefits has also been criticized on the grounds that there may be more than one value of (r) that will satisfy the equation. In other words, occasions appear when an investment has more than one internal rate of return.

In summary, one may conclude that although all three investment decision criteria are used, all three have their own specific imperfections. "In most cases, the choice of method is one of convenience, and all three methods will yield identical or closely similar project rankings." As far as determination of the internal rate of return is concerned it becomes an iterative process; as far as determining the interest rate for the present value of discounted benefits and costs one may consult recent
literature covering projects related to those under discussion or
discuss the matter with public finance experts. To quote Prest and
Turvey, "No one has been able to unscramble an omelette".\textsuperscript{11}

(3) What are some of the limitations related to CBA?

Although the prior discussions of interest rate and cost-benefit
determination appear to present a rather straightforward method of
operation for the adult educator, there are certain limitations or
constraints that one should be aware of before embarking on CBA usage.
These limitations are divided into two parts: those dealing with costs
and those dealing with benefits and interest rate.

There are four basic problems one encounters when evaluating costs:

(1) The first, and most obvious problem in determining the cost
of some adult education activity is lack of adequate cost accounting data.
For some unknown reason, all levels of government, especially where education
is concerned, have been slow to adopt comprehensive, accounting principles and
practices that permit cost calculation for specific activities within any
defined agency or department. The result of this non-PPBS approach to
activity determination is a dependence by program planners on educated
guesses concerning program costs.

This introduces a more subtle problem—the use of average rather
than marginal costs. This occurs because average costs can be calculated
with less detail than marginal costs. Marginal costs, however, should be
used because they tell one how much the total costs of some activity will
change when there is a change in the level of activity by some small amount.
Average costs can be used only to "look in the mirror to see where we have
been"\textsuperscript{12} and to help us decide whether we should have been there in the
first place. Average cost data cannot tell one whether he should recommend expanding, holding constant, or decreasing the level of an adult education program.

(ii) The second problem relates to joint costs, that is, when a given expenditure serves more than one activity either simultaneously or in sequence. This is a common occurrence when use of a capital facility (building) or an administrative service (janitorial) is involved. The problem is two-fold: (a) to recognize the occurrence; (b) to decide what portions of the joint costs to allocate to various activities. Although "there is no 'right' way to do this", one must still rely on good judgement when determining joint cost components, and, accurate cost accounting data.

(iii) The third problem faced by CBA analysts is determining program participant opportunity costs, that is, what must they give up in order to attend an educational activity. In the case of manpower training programs, the opportunity costs generally consist of earnings that the participants may forego. The earnings may consist of transfer payments from government agencies such as welfare benefits or unemployment insurance benefits, or salaries from a regular job. Where opportunity costs may not be considered a factor, such as in a normal night school situation, then they are not used in the cost calculations.

(iv) The fourth problem related to cost estimation is defined as price distortions. Such distortions emerge because of the price advantage held by government units in purchasing material and non-payment of sales and property taxes. Economists disagree over whether a price adjustment should be made, although normal practice is not to make such an adjustment.
There are four basic problems one encounters when evaluating benefits:

(i) The first problem is finding an appropriate control group. Although program evaluators or program planners have used one or more separate control groups in order to isolate a program's effect on its participants, there is a lack of agreement over what determines an adequate control group. This has resulted in the use of different control groups in different studies. The latter aspect leads to a great deal of difficulty when one attempts to compare related CBA studies.

(ii) The second problem, as in estimating costs, concerns a lack of data for estimating benefits. This was discussed previously when one realized that benefits go beyond the program participant and into other government agencies or the society in general. Although these so-called externalities are usually ignored, their inclusion should be considered. The lack of direct cost accounting data also forces the analyst to depend on average rather than marginal data.

In addition to the potentially measurable economic benefits discussed above, a significant group of benefits may exist that do not generally lend themselves to quantification but should, where possible, be included in any adult education planning project. These "non economic" benefits are:

"Consumption value of the training and education (many people enjoy the training and education process itself, and thus derive benefits simply from participation.); (2) benefits society may receive from its citizens participating more in public affairs (assuming that those with more education and income do more of those things included under 'good citizenship'); (3) the individual's satisfaction in being successful in his chosen vocation; (4) value of options to the trainee for further education and training made possible by participating in any one program; and (5) value of redistributing income in a more 'equitable' manner."
The third problem relates to the choice of discount rate for the present value determination. If the discount rate is too small then the benefits will be overestimated; if the rate is too high the opposite will occur. "Unfortunately, little agreement exists over how the discount rate should be selected, let alone what the resulting 'correct' rate is". The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has used a rate as low as 3-1/4% for flood control procedures, however, studies in the area of adult education normally utilize discount rates between 5 and 15%, with emphasis on the 8 to 12% levels.

As far as economists are concerned, the problem "is partly a matter of different interest theories and partly a matter of how particular economics tick at particular times—do governments intervene in capital markets with any effectiveness, how well organized and unified is the capital market in a country, etc.?" If the adult educator follows the general norm presently being used, one would have to say that a 10% discount rate would, in most respects, be acceptable; although this rather high rate would, along with the non-measurable benefits, be a somewhat conservative figure and may underestimate benefits.

The fourth problem, which is closely related to the discount rate consideration, is the selection of a time horizon. It is not the specific number of years that may cause the problem, it is the underlying assumptions. When a time horizon is longer than two years benefits must be estimated by some method of extrapolation, therefore one assumes: (a) using a cross-section analysis is a satisfactory prediction of future benefits; (b) the income of the participants will remain relatively constant throughout the remainder of the working life; (c) the income of
the participants would have to remain constant if they had not become part of an education program, and; (d) all of those who found jobs would remain employed throughout the remainder of the period used in discounting the benefits.

SUMMARY

"The various ways in which the extrapolations have been made reflect differences in approach to handling uncertainty. Uncertainty arises because we do not know the actual path of benefits, and have no good way of predicting what events might occur to affect those paths. Industrial composition might change and bring a change in demand for skills. Dramatic technological breakthroughs might eliminate the need for some skill almost overnight. Institutional arrangements might change and affect earnings. These possibilities cannot be predicted."

As with any form of rationale used for the development and evaluation of an adult education program, CBA is one additional technique. Its present popularity is derived from two basic sources: (1) the funding organizations have observed economic output from other non-educational public agencies such as the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and have observed how these agencies find it relatively easy to influence funds toward their agency needs; (2) on the other hand, economic analysis has an output which most everyone can understand—the dollar and cents value of an educational project. The sociologist, psychologist and educator usually have a difficult time presenting their rationale to public (or private) administrators who must take responsibility for funding projects. The social scientist, in reality, speaks a non-understandable social science language; and the output of a particular adult education program couched in such terminology, when compared with a monetary output, becomes second best to a third-party
decision-maker.

In conclusion, one can assume that CBA as an alternative form of project rationale is quickly becoming equal to other social science rationales. An example of CBA's use in adult education will follow. The presentation will be made using a simplified example drawn from a retraining program presented under the U.S. Manpower Development Act.
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CHAPTER IV

A COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS EXAMPLE

INTRODUCTION

In order to aid program coordinators concerned with the U.S. Manpower Development Act and its implementation, it proved useful to examine the costs incurred and benefits derived from retraining 907 men and women. Using economic efficiency as the prime objective, the net benefits and costs accruing to the agency and participants were measured.

THE CBA PROCEDURE

The presentation of the methodology and data will follow four steps:

1) **Determination of Gross Benefits and Costs to the Program**

Since all costs may be expected to accrue during the training period, there is no need to reduce them to present value, and the total cost equation may be written as:

\[ C_t = C_e + C_m + C_k + C_s \]
where:

\[ C_t = \text{total costs} \]
\[ C_e = \text{educational costs} \]
\[ C_m = \text{subsistence costs} \]
\[ C_k = \text{capital costs} \]
\[ C_s = \text{supervision} \]

Using the costs incurred in this case, total costs of retraining may be computed for the group. Gross benefits to be derived from retraining in terms of the efficiency objective may be measured as the change in individual income streams.

**Table VIII**

Costs of Retraining

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuition</td>
<td>$567.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsistence during Retraining</td>
<td>143,000.00 (total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959 Employment Compensation</td>
<td>24,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Subsistence during Retraining</td>
<td>119,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisory</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number Trained</td>
<td>907</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ C_t = C_e + C_m + C_k + C_s \]
\[ = 907($567.10) + 119,000 + 0 + 0 \]
\[ = $633,359.00 \]

\(^a\) Supervisory expenses were of course not zero but the program was administered through regular machinery and no estimates were available.

\(^b\) Travel allowances were negligible in this case study.

Denoting \( b_i \) as the benefit of the \( i^{th} \) individual, \( y_{1i} \) as the income of the \( i^{th} \) individual with retraining, and \( y_{0i} \) as the income of the \( i^{th} \) individual without retraining, we may write:

\[ \Delta b_i = y_{1i} - y_{0i} \]
and summing over the group of all retrainees, one obtains

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \Delta b_i = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_1 - y_0) \]

Since the average group income with and without retraining will be used rather than individual gains (or losses), the benefit equation may be rewritten as

\[ B = N(y_1 - y_0) \]

where \( B \) is the total benefit for the group, and \( N \) is the number of retrainees. Or, for the sake of simplicity:

\[ B = Y_1 - Y_0 \]

where the \( Y \)'s denote total group income with and without retraining.

In this regard, three refinements must be made. First, an individual's income with and without retraining may include transfer payments from unemployment compensation (U.S.) and welfare. Since only earned income may be taken as a measure of productivity, transfer payments should be deducted from total income to determine net gains to an efficiency criteria. Denoting total income with and without retraining as \( Y_{t1} \) and \( Y_{t0} \) and total transfer payments with and without retraining as \( Y_{p1} \) and \( Y_{p0} \) the benefit equation may be written as:

\[ B = (Y_{t1} - Y_{p1}) - (Y_{t0} - Y_{p0}) \]

And, using the statistical summaries of the information supplied by the trainees, the gross benefits may be calculated. (See Table IX.)

Costs of the program were conveniently divided into four classifications: costs of education, costs of subsistence allowances including transportation during retraining, costs of supervision and capital costs.

Costs of education or "tuition" included such items as rental on equipment, facilities and instruction. Subsistence costs represent a
Table IX

Gross Benefits to Retraining

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gross Benefits</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total income with retraining</td>
<td>$3,823 (average)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total income without retraining</td>
<td>2,847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per cent increase</td>
<td>34.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer payments without retraining</td>
<td>24,000 (total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer payments with retraining</td>
<td>8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>16,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per cent decrease</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of trainees who found jobs using training skills 438.

\[
B = (Y_{t_1} - Y_{p_1}) - (Y_{t_0} - Y_{p_0})
\]

\[
B = [(3823)(438) - 8000] - [(2847)(438) - 24,000]
\]

\[= 443,488\]
"The MDA provides for subsistence allowances for trainees and their families totaling not more than the amount qualified for under the respective state unemployment compensation allowances. Moreover, these allowances are provided only if funds are not available through unemployment compensation. Therefore, only the differential amount should be charged to the retraining program, since presumably this cost would be incurred regardless of the existence of a training program. In the Massachusetts case, subsistence chargeable to retraining amounted to approximately 83 per cent of total subsistence during the training period. The Act provides for subsistence for a period not to exceed 52 weeks. Anyone undergoing training in excess of one year would be forced to procure funds from some other sources."

Supervisory costs were not zero, but the program was administered through regular machinery and no estimates were available.

As far as the capital costs are concerned, these:

"Capital costs for retraining under the MDA will tend to be negligible since the Act requires the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare to provide training facilities through agreements with the states and states' vocational agencies. The states are in turn to provide for such training through existing public education agencies or institutions. If state facilities are inadequate or inappropriate to this purpose arrangements may be made with private educational and training organizations. Funds are, at the present time, intended only to make minor repairs deemed necessary for adequate training. In the Massachusetts case no capital costs were incurred that were attributable to the training program."

(2) Determination of Non-educational Variables Affecting Income

"Allowances must be made for cyclical changes in the economy. If improvement in income should be attributed to improvements in the overall economy, as for example, between a pre-war and war-time economy, benefits cannot be reasonably be attributed solely to retraining. Similarly, if there has been a downturn in the economy this too must be taken into account in evaluating benefits to retraining. To do so we will let \( \phi \) represent the per cent of income attributable to retraining after allowing for changes in the economy. To determine \( \phi \), the net change in income during the training period of a control group was measured. The group was comprised of a random sample of individuals in the Central Claims File of the
There are two significant factors to be considered in determining the $\phi$ factor for the benefit equation: (1) the change in income of the control group, and (2) the nature of the increase, whether earned or transfer payments. Denoting $Y_{ct1}$ and $Y_{cp0}$ as the change in total income with $Y_{ct1}$ and $Y_{cp0}$ as the change in transfer payments of the control group during the training period, the general economy factor expressed as a per cent may be written as:

$$
\phi = \left( \frac{Y_{ct1} - Y_{cp1}}{Y_{ct0} - Y_{cp0}} \right)
$$

and the benefit equation now reads

$$
B = \phi [(Y_{t1} - Y_{p1}) - (Y_{t0} - Y_{p0})]
$$

Therefore:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total income after the training period</td>
<td>$3,854 (average)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total income before the training period</td>
<td>3,489 (average)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer payments after the training period</td>
<td>26,000 (total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer payments before the training period</td>
<td>20,000 (total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number in Control Group</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$$
\phi = 100 - 100 \left( \frac{(Y_{ct1} - Y_{cp1}) - (Y_{ct0} - Y_{cp0})}{Y_{ct1} - Y_{cp0}} \right)
$$

$$
\phi = 100 - 100 \left( \frac{[104(3,854) - 26,000] - [104(3,489) - 20,000]}{104(3,489) - 20,000} \right)
$$

$$
\phi = 100 - 100 \left( \frac{30,000}{344,000} \right)
$$

$$
\phi = 91.3
$$
Determining Present Value of the Benefits Less the Costs

"Gross benefits accruing in future time periods must be reduced to present value to be compared with costs occurring at present. To do so a time period must be selected which reflects the remaining working life of the trainee. In the case study the average age of the trainees was 30 years. It is assumed that they would be eligible for retirement at the age of 65, and that therefore the average remaining working life (time period for the present value factor) would be 35 years.

More difficult is the problem of choosing the interest rate to be used in discounting future benefits. The tendency here should be to select a reasonably high rate of interest since, in such cases, one is concerned more with immediate payoff rather than long-term benefits accruing to future generations. Furthermore, as an employee increases in age, the greater likelihood that: (1) he will be eligible for early retirement, and (2) he will have fewer financial responsibilities. In evaluating the case study future benefits were discounted at a rate of 10 per cent."

Table XI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present Value Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Working Life of Trainees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Age of Trainees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Period for Present Value Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of Interest to Discount Future Income to Present Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present Value Factor (See Table IV)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Other benefits to efficiency would be the difference between consumption of public goods and services and the amounts paid in taxes for goods and services with and without retraining. These benefits, although important, will not be considered here because of the difficulty of measuring them, but they do exist and should be kept in mind."

Net benefits resulting from retraining may then be written as:

\[ N = PV(B) - C \]

Using the gross benefit and total cost calculations from Tables VII-XI, the net benefits occurring as a result of retraining in this...
instance amount to approximately $3,266,641, as depicted in Table XII:

Table XII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Net Benefits of Manpower Training Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( N = PV (B) - C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( = 9.644(91.3)(443,488)-633,359 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( = 3,900,000 - 633,359 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( = $3,266,641 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(4) **The Major Assumptions**

The major assumptions are based on the previous discussions and speak for themselves:

(i) Income of the retrainees remains relatively constant throughout the remainder of their working life;

(ii) It is assumed that without retraining the incomes of the trainees would have, on the average, remained constant;

(iii) It is assumed that all of those who found jobs would remain employed throughout the remainder of the period used in discounting gross benefits;

(iv) There is no displacement of workers as a result of retraining;

(v) Administrative costs were negligible.

**SUMMARY**

The following explanation of CBA should make the reader aware that this method of program planning or evaluation cannot be used without
reference to the administrative framework conceived for and conducive to its application. It is the educationalist working within the institutional structure who determines the boundaries of CBA through the Planning, Programming, Budgeting System's process. The various political, legal, educational, budget, community, etc. constraints allow CBA to work in a macro or aggregate framework covering many institutions, as well as in a decision-making atmosphere where the adult education objectives have been pre-stated.
FOOTNOTES


CHAPTER V

SUMMARY

Accountability has been defined as a process designed to ensure that any individual can determine for himself if the particular educational institution is producing the promised results.

In order for accountability to become operationalized in an institution it has been suggested that an acceptable and workable management system for decision-making and expenditure allocation be adopted. This so-called system has been referred to as the Planning, Programming and Budgeting System.

Planning, Programming and Budgeting System involves the selection of long-range educational objectives, decisions on specific course of action to be followed, and translation of planning and programming decisions into specific financial plans for relatively short time periods.

An overview of the demand for Planning, Programming and Budgeting System was presented as a rationale for its increasing acceptance, and a ten-step procedure developed for generalized use in any educational institution. Within this ten-step procedure, cost-benefit analysis was introduced as one of the many possible program evaluation techniques.

Cost-benefit analysis has traditionally emphasized economic efficiency as the main criterion for judging and ranking educational program proposals. However, as mentioned previously, this evaluation
technique is only one of many possible ways of doing a program, and must be used in coordination with more traditional evaluation techniques based in sociology, psychology, etc.

An example of cost-benefit analysis, using a manpower training program, was presented to allow the reader to understand the scope and limitations of the technique.

Adoption of the accountability concept with an economic reality superimposed through both an administrative decision-system (PPBS) and evaluation technique (CBA) appears to be a hard fact of educational progress. As this adoption process takes place in specific adult education institutions it will be most important for all administrators and program planners to understand the total process and use it to their greatest possible advantage.

It has therefore been this author's objective to present a somewhat detailed overview of an emerging decision-system so that concerned adult educators begin to develop a comprehensive understanding relative to their own needs.
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